
Medicine Wheel Introduction                   by Gaines Steer, Community Elder & Keeper-of-the Fire 

I was introduced to the philosophy and practice of the Medicine Wheel in 1987 at Seven Oaks 

Retreat Center in Madison, Virginia.  I attended a three day Vision Quest led by Donovan 

Thesenga {PATHWORK (R)}.  This profound experience was anchored by a traditional Sweat 

Lodge and Medicine Wheel.  The visions collected in this seminal experience have influenced my 

life and times and is recorded in detail in my memoir: A Story Worth Tellin’, pps.106-7. 

During  ensuing years, I participated in authentic Sweat Lodges in seven NC locations (I honor 

four(4) medicine teachers) and was introduced to the Bear Tribe and its founder, Sun Bear. The 

Bear Tribe is a multi-racial medicine society based upon his published visions.   

Quote from A Vision of the Medicine Wheel, Sun Bear, Chippewa Medicine man (& partner, 

Wabun, journalist) 

“…I saw a circle of rocks that came out like spokes of a wheel. Inside was another circle of rocks, 

nearer the center of the wheel…I saw that they (the participants) were wearing head dress and 

animal costumes. They moved in the circle and entered it clockwise, making a complete circle 

before settled at their places (via birth month) on the wheel. They were singing songs for the 

healing of the Earth. 

 A leader among them was saying, ‘let the medicine of the sacred circle prevail. Let my people 

across the land come to the circle and make prayers for the healing of the Mother Earth. Let the 

circles of the Medicine Wheel come back.’ 

In this vision we gathered people of all clans…and on their hearts they carried peace.” 

 

The Medicine Wheel has been used by generations of indigenous people as a means of 

teaching, meditating, prayer, healing and celebration. The wheel is a spiritual expression, given 

meaning by each participant. Participation offers a nonlinear model for growth and learning. 

FYI: The Medicine Wheel that I lead bears teachings from traditional sweat lodges and other 

spirited traditions.  It belongs to no registered group.  I do not charge for this leading.  

The final message of the Medicine Wheel is: Mitakuye Oyasin (“we are all related”) @ Lakota. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Inquiries for Medicine Wheel participants (to contemplate privately) :                                              

* What comes to mind when you hear the unattributed quote: Though dead, yet they speak.     

*  If you were to hold a “meeting with yourself,” what might the topic/title be?                             

*  Is there an issue (or two) that follow you into maturity?                                                                     

*  What have you heard/read about the Medicine Wheel that sounds (and feels) intriguing?  



Suggestions to prepare for participation:                                                                                                  

*  Fast for two meals before attending (Medicine Wheel rituals often accompany led Vision     

Quests in which fasting is customary). Food is shared after the ceremony…                                                                                                        

*  Bring a  nature object from your home or vicinity as gift to the Wheel’s structure.                     

*  Listen for inner-guidance.  journal…                                                                                                        

*  Read the Medicine Wheel Introduction (above)  

         To register to participate_______________________________________________(details) 

 

 

 

 

 


